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A child ponders ... who is her best, most loyal friend? 
Is it her constant (if clingy) companion, Then, who 

regales her with extravagant stories of their shared 
past and imagined future? Or is it precious, patient 
Now, with whom she sensitively explores each new 

moment that unfolds?
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To all my teachers

 KDG



This is my old friend, Then



I’ve known Then as long as I can remember

We grew up together



Then just loves to tell stories

About all the things that could maybe someday be



She has quite the imagination



Sometimes Then brags

She remembers everything

About adventures we’ve shared

Even the parts I’d rather forget

Like that time Mom got

really
really

REALLY mad!



Then is always extremely hungry

And thirsty

She needs a lot of love and attention

So much that it can be hard to pay 
attention to anyone else!



Like Mom

Or Dad

Or my sister

Or Alice next door

Or Miss Simpson

Or Patch



Or any of the things I love Like the sweet taste of strawberries!

The soft squishy grass under my feet!

Sometimes I get so wrapped up in Then

I can’t even focus on me!

The beautiful colors at sunset!



So you know what I did?
I made a new friend

This is my new friend, Now
It feels like we’ve known each other forever



Since we were babies

Or maybe even before that



Now likes to spend time with me

Doing anything

Or nothing



Now is very adventurous
(and brags a little)

But when I’m scared she holds my hand



When I’m sad we touch foreheads

And close our eyes

And breathe



And when something’s funny boy do we laugh!



Now eats when I eat
Drinks when I drink

And rests when I rest



Now isn’t afraid of losing me
Or sharing me

Now doesn’t need to be my ONLY friend



I’m still friends with Then
When I feel like a story

Then is the perfect friend

And Now ’s okay with that

Because Now  is such a good friend
A true friend



And Now likes stories too ...

now and then




